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Day 1 Thoughts?

• Course Info, data, due outs, reading, journals? 

• BMS? Any goals this year or for LbD? Chairman’s 
Total Force Fitness Framework 

• Stoicism, Epictetus, Ryan Holiday



Day 1 
8 Jan 

Course Intro 
MBS 
Stoic 

DeMarco

Day 3 
22 Jan 
MBTI 

Pinkham

Day 2 
15 Jan 

Kryptonite 

DeMarco

Day 5 
5Feb 

5 Voices 

Norton

Day 4 
29 Jan 

40/40 Principle 
Judgment Index 

Christiansen

Prompt 
Read Epictetus 

What are/will you 
do to enhance 

your mind/body/
spirit—track for 

the next 10 weeks 

Prompt 
Read Epictetus  
What is your 
MBTI, did you 
learn anything 
new—how will 
you use that?

Prompt 
Read Epictetus 

What is the down 
side to your 

MBTI, where you 
have seen it? 

Prompt 
Read Epictetus 

Does your Voice 
line up with your 
MBTI? What was 
your ah-ha (why 
didn’t it line up?) 

Prompt 
Read Epictetus 
Who mentored 
you—who are 

you mentoring. JI, 
does it make 

sense? 

Know yourself to lead yourself

Lead yourself to lead your team



The Epictetus Minute  
(or so)

• Pg 1-20



Know Yourself

Lead Yourself

To Lead Yourself

To Lead Your Team

Create Organizations

Where People Flourish



Know Yourself







The Shadow
• Carl Jung’s Concept 

• “The shadow is a moral 
problem that challenges the 
whole ego-personality, for no 
one can become conscious 
of the shadow without 
considerable moral effort. To 
become conscious of it 
involves recognizing the dark 
aspects of the personality as 
present and real. This act is 
the essential condition for 
any kind of self-knowledge.” 

— Carl Jung, Aion (1951)

http://amzn.to/2zoLurG




Project Groups

Group 3 Group 4
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Oz, Fish
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Phil, Danielle
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Research by Dr Karen Fisher



Explorers (NT)

Builders (SJ)

Directors (SP)

Negotiators (NF) 

dopamine

estrogen

testosterone

serotonin



Explorers (NT)
• Explorers are curious and energetic. They’re 

driven by dopamine—the pleasure 
neurotransmitter. It gives us a sense of elation, 
accomplishment, and reward. Pretty much 
anything that gives us pleasure from food to 
alcohol to sex gooses dopamine production. 
Explorers are thrill seekers who are open-minded, 
creative, and cerebral. They crave adventure and 
novelty, and are easily bored. They may be 
impulsive and lack introspection however, as they 
are forever outward looking.



Builders (SJ)
• Builders are cautious. They’re driven by 

serotonin which gives us a sense of relaxation, 
belonging, and comfort. They’re sociable, follow 
the rules, and are respectful. These folks are 
meticulous, orderly, methodical, good with 
numbers, and may be religious. They are 
creatures of habit and practice self-control. Dr. 
Fisher calls this type “cautious/social norm 
compliant.”



Directors (SP)
• Directors are driven by the testosterone system. They are 

honest, confident, assertive, and analytical. As a result of 
receiving fetal testosterone, they have a tendency to 
understand math, music, computers or any “rule-based 
systems.” They also have higher visual-spatial perception, 
which may make them good at sports. These are detail-
oriented. Directors become experts in a certain field, but 
may not have too many interests beyond that. They may 
lack empathy or sensitivity, be less verbally astute, less 
understanding of others emotions, and give less eye 
contact. They also may prone to being flooded by their 
emotions, making them prone to outbursts, particularly of 
anger.



Negotiators (NF) 

• Negotiators received a hearty helping of 
prenatal estrogen. Estrogen is closely related to 
oxytocin, the “calm and cuddle” hormone. This 
type is trusting, generous, imaginative, social, 
and open-minded. They’re also very nurturing 
and empathetic. Negotiators have excellent 
verbal skills. Dr. Fisher calls them, “prosocial/
empathetic.”
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Orbiting the Giant Hairball



Orbiting the Giant Hairball
Why here… why now? 

What the heck?



Normal and Original
• Normal: of or conforming to the accepted model, 

pattern or standard (March & Simon) 

• Original: created or invented independent of already 
existing ideas or works 

• Our creative genius is the fountainhead of originality. It fires 
our compulsion to evolve. It inspires us to challenge norms. 
Creative genius is about flying to new heights on untested 
wings.  It is about the danger of crashing.  It is amorphous, 
magical, unmeasurable and unpredictable.  It’s the fool in each 
of us…(pg. 21)



The Hairball
• Even Hallmark has a Hairball! 

• Intricate patterns of effective behavior have grown 
around the lessons of success and failure, creating a 
Gordian knot of Corporate Normalcy (i.e., conformity 
with the “accepted model, pattern or standard” of 
the corporate mind set). Hairs are never taken away, 
only added.  Even frequent reorganizations  have 
failed to remove hairs (people, sometimes; hairs 
never). 



The Chicken’s Fate
• When you join an organization, you are, without fail, taken by 

the back of the neck and pushed down until your beak is on a 
line – not a chalk line…but a company line. (so…I wanna 
know….what about the military?) 

• You are unique…but if you are hypnotized by org culture, you 
become separated from your personal magic and cannot tap it 
to help achieve org goals. 

• It’s a delicate balance, resisting the hypnotic spell of an 
organization’s culture and, at the same time, remaining 
committed to the personally relevant goals of the organization.



Hairball Gravity
• There is such a thing as Corporate Gravity.  

Like physical gravity, it is the nature of 
Corporate Gravity to suck everything into the 
mass – in this case, the mass of Corporate 
Normalcy. 

• There is no room in the Hairball for original 
thinking or primary creativity.  Resynthesizing 
past successes is the habit of the Hairball.

Do you agree...or is this  too far here?



Orbiting
• To tap creativity, you must spiritually soar in the thin air 

of the stratosphere.  Hairballs detest thin air like nature 
abhors a vacuum. Hairballs like a world of established 
guidelines, methodologies, systems and equations that 
support it’s gravity. 

• Orbiting is responsible creativity: vigorously exploring 
and operating beyond the Hairball, beyond “accepted 
models, patterns or standards” – while remaining 
connected to the spirit of the corporate mission.  You 
must counteract the gravity, but not completely escape 
the gravity. You must establish a dynamic relationship 
with the Hairball through an assertion of your own 
uniqueness…like “Pink Buddha.”



Preparing for Lift-off
• You can orbit too soon … so it is important to 

grow into readiness.  This can be accomplished 
in the Hairball.  It can serve as protection…a 
cocoon in which to prepare for the challenges of 
orbit. 

• But…cocoons can be paralyzing…they give us 
security through emotional connection to a 
shared belief…herd mentality.



Supporting Orbiters

• Managers can mentor orbiters…to free 
other human spirits as well as your own.  
Focus on becoming a champion of 
autonomy…subvert the stupefying power of 
corporate culture and provoke an 
emancipation of creative genius.  Help 
others find the courage to be who they 
truly were instead of who they thought the 
company expected them to be.



Thou Shall Not Have It Easy
• Make your job difficult, stretch yourself thin, 

stress yourself out and eventually you, too, may 
be honored with executive approval.  Work 
longer hours, take on more responsibility, make 
your job harder. 

• Wouldn’t a more promising choice be to turn 
your back on the “Overwork-as-an-end-in-itself 
Game”…and instead…enlist the hidden genius 
within you and develop the skills to… 

Play Like a Champion?



What You Don’t See is What You Get
If we drew a line to represent the creative occurrence… 

…the only portion that would reflect measurable productivity would be a short segment at 
the end… 

Management obsessed with productivity usually has little patience for the quiet time 
essential to profound creativity.  It’s dream of dreams is to put the cows on the milking 
machine 24 hours per day.

Invisible Creative 
Activity

Measurable Evidence 
of Creativity

Total Creativity

(Something like Pareto)



Grope or Rote?

• I think a manager’s world is not black and white.  It’s a 
world filled with uncertainties and dilemmas.  The sort of 
thing that would leave any neophyte moaning, “What the 
hell is this?”  So I think it would be useful if we could 
offer your new managers what you might call a “what-
the-hell-is-this” experience in the safety of a workshop 
environment before they’re hurled, unbaptized, into the 
real thing.  If nothing else, it would be a good balance 
against all those cure-all courses that promise more than 
they can possibly deliver, create unrealistic expectations 
and set people up for disillusionment and insipient 
cynicism.



Grope or Rote?
• When nonlinearity becomes important, it is no longer 

possible to proceed by analysis, because the whole is 
now greater than the sum of its parts (?).  Nonlinear 
systems can display a rich and complex repertoire of 
behavior, and do unexpected things – they can, for 
example, go chaotic.  Without nonlinearity, there would 
be no chaos, because there would be no diversity of 
possible patterns of behavior on which the intrinsic 
uncertainty of nature could act. 

• Entropy:  the degradation of matter and energy to an 
ultimate state of inert uniformity.



Grope or Rote?

Rote has nothing to do with creativity! 

If an organization is to choose vigor over “an 
ultimate state of inert uniformity,” it must 
honor and support both rational exploitation 
of success and the non-rational art of 
groping.



Containers Contain

• On the dance floor, people are not boxed 
in, and they manage very nicely to avoid 
tripping over one another.  If we are to 
achieve the quantum leaps the future seem 
to be demanding of us, we must risk to 
leave our containers-turned-cages and find 
the grace to dance without stepping on 
toes (e.g., job descriptions).



Cage Dwellers
• Some of us choose security over freedom to 

such an extreme that we confine ourselves and 
profoundly limit our experience of life.  I might 
surrender to a craving to be secure by electing 
to live out my life in a closet.  Maximum safety, 
minimum existence. 

• But total freedom certainly isn’t the best route 
either.  The key is to find the right balance!



SPLAT!
Skydiving without a parachute is suicide. 

Total freedom is suicide 

Holing up in a closet is vegetating 

Total security is vegetating 

 Somewhere between the ridiculous extremes of vegetating and 
suicide is the right place for each of us.  I’ve got a feeling that 
right place is different for you and for me.  A different place for 
different times of our lives and different parts of our lives.  
Generally, though, my suggestion is, if you want to live more fully, 
start somewhere toward the safe end of the security/freedom 
continuum and move mindfully, ever so mindfully, toward the free 
end.



Right Twin, Left Twin

We must unmuzzle the genius of the right twin! 
So many books and workshops that promise to 

increase our capacity for creativity fail to deliver 
because they prescribe removing the left twin’s 
censoring hand through rational means.  That 
won’t work!  To take a rational approach to 
halting the left twin’s silencing of the right twin 
is to play directly into his strength…which is 
rational thinking.  And you cannot beat him at 
his own game.  

Soar above the rational on the wings of spiritual intuition



• Public Service 4

https://youtu.be/YshPOHPuq_8

